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LA PLAGNE
ADRESSES
WRESTAURANTS
THE IGLOO VILLAGE
#ORIGINAL #FAR NORTH

You can not only stay the night in La
Plagne’s Igloo Village (see below), but
you can eat there too. In the main room
where there are ice sculptures on a
different theme every year, a tasty
fondue will warm your stomach while
animal skins keep your backsides warm!
The starry ski and the distant villages
form a magical backdrop and the
atmosphere is friendly …
Practical info : Village igloo - Plagne
Villages - www.blacksheep-igloo.com
+33 (0)9 51 38 88 15

LE FORPERET

#LOCAVORE #MINI FARM
Le Forperet is the perfect place if you want to dive into some melted cheese.
Roland, the owner, uses his own cheese in the renowned Fondue Savoyarde and
in a tartiflette made according to his own secret recipe, somewhere between a
cake and a gratin. The view across the valley is fabulous both in the daytime and
at night and children will enjoy meeting Galopin, who supervises the mini-farm
attached to the restaurant.
Good to know: Roland proposes cheese-making demonstrations on Wednesdays.
Practical info
Le Forperet - forperet.com - forperet@gmail.com - +33 (0)4 79 55 51 27
Plagne Montalbert, accessible on skis, by car and on the free shuttle in the evening

FINNISH KOTAS

#ORIGINAL #SCANDINAVIAN
La Table du Cocoon is like its chef Régis:
he likes good things and that shows in
what he serves. The products are fresh
and local, the dishes are delicate and
epicurean. The alternative dining area
is outside, with Finnish kota huts set
right on the mountain side. These small
private chalets offer a particularly
convivial Scandinavian ambiance with
the clients sitting around the brasero
with the chef. Meat lovers will especially
appreciate the huge and tasty cuts of
meat.
Practical info : Hôtel le Cocoon
Plagne 1800 - hotel-lecocoon.fr
+33 (0)4 79 55 00 06
+33 (0)6 14 62 91 39. Please remember
to reserve, this family-run establishment
does not go in for industrial production.

LA SPATULE

360 #HOWORIGINAL #PANORAMA

#FORGETTARTIFLETTE
#BRITTANYCREPES

The fully glazed architecture and cubic
design indicate an experience that is a
thousand light years from a Savoyard
chalet: a gamble that has paid off for
this new restaurant, which is as different
inside as it is outside, if that's possible!
The ultra-light, cosy atmosphere and
panoramic view can be enjoyed from
any of the tables. If those who are in
more of a hurry opt for the self-service
restaurant on the ground floor, others
will prefer the table service on the upper
level. Star dishes here include kidneys
and andouillettes, or the fabulous Swiss
chard risotto.

La Spatule offers something a little
different in this mountain setting: a
great choice of crepes! The Breton
owners settled in La Plagne to make
crepes and enjoy the skiing, creating a
small restaurant with a calm, almost
timeless atmosphere.
Practical info
La Spatule - Plagne Villages
hotel-lecocoon.fr - +33 (0)4 79 09 05 80
Remember to reserve, especially during
school holiday periods.

Practical info
le360-laplagne.fr
le360.montalbert@gmail.com
09 88 66 50 79
Plagne Montalbert, accessible on skis or
on foot taking the Montalbert gondola.

UNION

#SOBRITISH #GASTRONOMY
They promised a restaurant the like of
which you would not find elsewhere in
Paradiski…and with Union restaurant
they have kept their word! London chef
Phil Howard and local guy Martin Cuchet
offer holidaymakers and locals a topquality culinary experience in an intimate
and cosy setting. The Michelin star that
was awarded to Phil Howard’s restaurant
in England in not even a year resounds
in the La Plagne address, particularly, of
course, in its menu. Cashew hummus,
Beaufort soufflé, beef stew and rhubarb
fool that would damn a saint. The icing
on the cake: a great wine list and firstclass advice. New this year: open for
lunch
Practical info
unionmontalbert.com
+33 04 79 55 51 07 - Plagne Montalbert

LE CHALET DE LA ROCHE LES 3 GLACIERS
#FORGETTARTIFLETTE #REALITALIANFOOD

#SKIROOMRESTO #TRADIREFINED

See you in the Chalet de la Roche where
vegetarians won't feel like they are on a
diet! The chef is Italian so the pasta is
fresh and the pizzas are cooked on a
wood fire. The cooks don’t skimp on the
quantity but they certainly don’t forget
the quality either. There is a large terrace
but it’s worth taking a look inside where
the decor will remind you that you are
just next to France’s only bobsleigh track
(it ends just 200m from the restaurant).
Omnivores often have to be fast to get
the dish of the day which is always simple
and tasty. As for the desserts – they are
simply ir-res-sis-tible!

OK, it’s not the easiest place to find, but
it’s worth the search! Situated in
Montchavin, this restaurant is also a ski
shop, a delicatessen and a bar. You
could say that they are combining work
and pleasure… Sam, the owner, proposes
a refined version of traditional cuisine:
you can order a plate of cold meats, but
only with the right wine and preferably
sitting by the fireplace. The friendly
service and the opening at 7.30am for
breakfast complete a truly all-inclusive
offer.

Practical info
Le Chalet de la Roche - Plagne 1800,
bottom of La Roche chairlift
+33 (0)4 79 09 05 99
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Practical info
les3glaciers.com/fr/
+33 (0)4 79 00 44 32
les3glaciers@gmail.com
Open 7/7 in winter
Montchavin la Plagne
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ACCOMMODATION
LE LAISONNAY

#LOCAVORE #DISCONNECTION

#COCOONOFSOFTNESS#JUSTLIKEHOME
Le Cocoon has been listed above for its
cuisine, here it is again for its rooms.
There aren’t many of them so you are
sure of a special welcome. The small
hotel feels like a family chalet with the
touch of interior decorator, Dado Robino,
and everything is meant to make you
feel at home: right down to the slippers!
Practical info
Hôtel le Cocoon - Plagne 1800
hotel-lecocoon.fr - +33 (0)4 79 55 00 06
+33 (0)6 14 62 91 39

OVER THE MOON

#SNOWGROOMER #EXCLUSIVE
Try the chic version of Into the Wild in
La Plagne! For the ultimate winter sports
experience, our snow groomer is
transformed into a truly luxurious hotel
room. Set on its own at 2400m at the
top of the Arpette run looking across
to Mont Blanc, it is difficult to imagine
that life goes on in the resort… A dip in
the night jacuzzi and a series of photos
later, you are left to savour this moment
out of time under the stars.
Practical info
320€ for two – reservation on: skipasslaplagne.com – leaving from Plagne
Bellecôte

Practical info
the 15 bed dormitory to experience a
night in a refuge.
Le Laisonnay - www.laisonnay.com
+33 (0)6 08 54 34 61
refuge@laisonnay.com
Champagny le Haut
Open in summer only

ARAUCARIA
#FAMILY #DESIGN

CHEZ PAT DU SAUGET
#REFUGE #ONTHESLOPES

Refuges are appreciated nowadays
more than ever and Le Sauget is
authentic as regards both its decor and
its owners! You should make your way
there at the end of the afternoon to get
settled in by the fire. The impressive
forest of fir trees contrasts with the cosy
atmosphere inside.
Practical info
+33 (0)4 79 22 72 52
+33 (0)6 88 45 28 19
patdusauget@orange.fr
Montchavin la Plagne

The Araucaria has undergone a
metamorphosis – it was already in an
ideal spot just at the bottom of the
slopes but now also has a trendy design
for a fun, chic new look. The 4* hotel,
which is part of the same family as the
RockyPop and Héliopic hotels, is perfect
for parents and children who love winter
sports. There are child-friendly areas
everywhere: in the bedrooms, the aquatic
area and the bar…and don’t forget to
check out the sweet dispensers in the
lounge!
Practical info
+33(0)4 79 09 20 20
www.araucaria-hotel.com
contact@araucaria-hotel.com
Plagne Centre

BLACKSHEEP IGLOO
#IGLOO #FARNORTH

One thing is clear: when it’s freezing,
your thoughts naturally turn to igloos!
La Plagne’s igloo village, managed by
Blacksheep, consists of two types of
igloos: one dug out of snow and ice,
just like the real ones and the other
heated and totally transparent so you
can see the mountain peaks and the
stars. The + points: you can eat there
(fondue) without having to stay the night
Practical info
Village igloo - Plagne Villages
www.blacksheep-igloo.com
+33 (0)9 51 38 88 15
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LE COCOON

Once upon a time, there was le
Laisonnay… In a setting worthy of a
Grimm fairy tale, the culinary experience
is quite initiatory. Sitting on the grass,
watching marmots gambol in the daytime
the dusk takes you back to an earlier
time, when people ate comforting food
by candlelight. The local products and
the traditional recipes express the
owners’ love for their refuge. Pormonier
sausages, matafan (kind of pancake),
crozets, wild garlic, you just have to
make your choice

